, a reference to Freud (the title says it all). I dropped into McCulloch's basement lab and found myself facing a tall, striking character: long beard, coarse Scottish wool suit, books piled to the ceiling. I confided that I wanted to understand how the brain works. He handed me a sheaf of his 'Research Laboratory of Electronics' publications. These showed how to construct neural networks of formal (model) neurons that could control for errors in those neurons. Weeks later, I stated and proved a theorem that his formal neurons could be configured to do what his networks needed. With that, I was in, mentored and inspired by McCulloch for the next six years and counting.
In Rebel G e niu s , science historian Tara Abraham offers a biography of McCulloch (1898 McCulloch ( -1969 that shines a light on the twentieth-century revolution in the mind sciences and cybernetics -the scientific study of automatic control in animals (including humans) and machines. 
The Brain Electric
Malcolm Gay (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2016) People enduring amputations, once subject to messy surgery, are now at the forefront of neuroprosthetics research. Malcolm Gay explains the science behind an evolving technology that binds brain impulse to exoskeletons, enabling people with paralysis to move. Abraham appraises the McCulloch I knew knowledgeably, accurately and insightfully. For example, she writes: "McCulloch's scientific life at its heart was less a philosophical project and much more about transcending disciplines, the power of science to do away with metaphysics, and the power of a neurophysiological, biological psychiatry to eliminate dualist accounts of the mind and non-biological practices in psychiatry. " This is both perceptive and accurate.
There are also many aspects of McCulloch in Abraham's book that I did not know, a lot that I wanted to know and got, and a lot that I did not even know I wanted to know. For example, Abraham's account of psychologist Clark Hull reveals Hull to be another enormously interesting individual -a proponent of behaviourism who worked in motivation and learning, and who thought that the problem of mind is solvable through scientific theory.
What Abraham does not capture enough of, for my taste, is the striking impression that McCulloch made on his audienceintellectually, through his astute observations, and visually, through his erudite Scottish bearing. Abraham describes a formative experience of McCulloch's: when he was "a student at Haverford College in Pennsylvania in 1917, a teacher asked him what he planned to do with his life". Her version of the event is accurate, but misses the soul of it. What I recall McCulloch saying is that the president of Haverford, Quaker philosopher Rufus Jones, asked, "Warren, what wilt thee be?" to which McCulloch answered, "I don't know." "What wilt thee do?" "I don't know. But," McCulloch added, "I do have a question: 'What is a number that a man may know it, and a man that he may know a number?'" To which Jones rolled back his head and roared, "Thee wilt be busy for the rest of thy life!" Not everything about McCulloch comes up roses, and Abraham is critical of certain aspects of his approach. She quotes neurophysiologist Ralph Gerard's critique on the Macy conferences on cybernetics -where McCulloch aimed to get psychologists, neurophysiologists, mathematicians and engineers talking. Gerard's words were very much a critique of McCulloch himself. He noted how the group began "in the 'as if ' spirit. Everyone was delighted to express any idea that came into his mind, whether it seemed silly or certain or merely a stimulating guess that would affect someone else … Then, rather sharply it seemed to me, we began to talk in an 'is' idiom. We were saying much the same things, but now saying them as if they were so. "
McCulloch was a polymath: a neurophysiologist who was also a physician, psychiatrist, poet, writer, architect, engineer and mathematician. His was the all-encompassing intellect that could and did bring these disparate fields togetherboth in the Macy meetings and in his lab. Through its discussions of McCulloch in the round, Rebel Genius is an excellent portrait of the man and his time, and a significant contribution to the history of science. ■ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. e-mail: mblum@cs.cmu.edu 
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